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Abstract. The probabilistic restitution model was adopted by fitting probability functions with
Gauss-Hermite method for the integral inlet separator particle trajectory simulation compared with
deterministic restitution model and elastic collision model. Result shows that the above three bounce
models perform well in AC coarse sand separation prediction. For C-spec sand, results based on elastic
collision model deviate from test data seriously, and the deterministic restitution model over predicts
its separation efficiency, especially for the swirling inlet particle separator, while the probabilistic
restitution model achieves an intermediate value which shows a good agreement with test data.
Introduction
Integrated inlet particle separator IPS (Inlet Particle Separator) is a kind of helicopter air purification
equipment, protecting the engine by removing sand particles from the inlet air [1,2]. With a smaller
density than the air phase, sand’s movement mainly depends on air drag force, and is influenced by
particle restitution characteristics after collision with wall [3]. Its characteristics is related to sand’s
particle shape, size, impact velocity, wall surface features, etc. W. Tabakoff concluded, from
experimental studies, that particle rebound velocity and direction shows random, but its restitution
ratio obtained from multiple tests presents a clear statistical law, which is a single-valued function of
the impact angle [5,6].
Recent simulation methods for particle-wall collision (including mainstream commercial software)
are based on the deterministic restitution model, which ignores the rebound randomness [7,8,9]. A.
Hamed founds that, from a variety of experimental and numerical studies, probabilistic model performs
better than deterministic model in large particle size particle trajectory simulation and surface abrasion
characteristics prediction [3,10]. But the Monte Carlo method, A. Hamed used, to obtain the statistical
characteristics of local particle rebound speed and angle by tracking the amount of random orbits is too
computationally expensive to solve difficult engineering calculations for complex problems.
Therefore, there is a need for an improved, high efficiency method to describe the probabilistic
model. The five-point Gauss-Hermite integral method was used here by fitting the probability density
functions of particle restitution coefficient. This method is used in the numerical simulation of the
gas-solid flow in the two-dimensional non-swirling IPS and three dimensional swirling IPS
respectively. Analysis on the pros and cons of different particle-Wall collision models was performed
according to relevant experimental data.
Numerical Calculation Method
All numerical calculation in this paper is based on our own program.
As sand concentration is small, the effects of particles on air is ignored. Calculation of
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes ( N-S ) equation [11] based on finite volume method is used to
simulate the air flow field.
Particle Movement Equation. The drag force determines how particle and air interact in IPS [3].
Particle movement is simulated by Lagrangian Method [12], given as Eq. 1.
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where U k is particle velocity, and U is local air velocity, and τ Vk is the particle velocity relaxation
time, which is solved on the drag force model [13,14].
Particle Restitution Characteristics. W. Tabakoff proposed the concept of particle restitution
ratio on the basis of experimental studies, as shown in Fig. 1. Velocity restitution ratio ev and angle
restitution ratio eβ are defined as the following forms:
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Fig.1 Particle-wall collision nomenclature
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where U k 1 , β k1 are impact velocity and angle, U k 2 , β k 2 represent particle rebound velocity and
angle. The mean values and standard deviations in terms of impact angle are shown as Eq. 3[5,6] :
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where σ ev , σ eβ are corresponding standard deviations of mean restitution ratios.
Assumed that the particle rebound velocity and rebound angle after collision are normally
distributed respectively and they had nothing to do with each other. Their probability density functions
are dsecribed as:
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Based on a five-point Gauss-Hermite integration, statistical mean value of any function F in terms of
particle restitution ratio can be expressed as:
r
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U k 2,i = U k1 (ev0 + 2σ eβ xi ) , β k 2, j = β1 (eβ0 + 2σ eβ x j ) ,
and ( xi , wi ) is integral point and its weight factor [15].
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When σ ev = σ eβ = 0 ， Eq. 5 degrades into the mean restitution coefficient model. When σ ev and
σ eβ

are both not 0, one particle divides into 25, and its weight factor degrades from 1 to wi w j after

collision with the wall. To reduce the amount of computation, particle rebound characteristics is
treated by mean restitution coefficient from the third particle-wall collision, which means a particle will
split up to 625 tracks.
Simulation of Gas-Solid Flow in Integral IPS
Main IPS Performance Parameters. Total pressure loss of the air is defined as:
∆P = Pt1 − Pt 2 .

(6)

where Pt1 is the total pressure of the inlet flow, Pt 2 is the total pressure of the outlet flow.
Separation efficiency is defined as:
η w = W p1 / (W p 0 + W p1 ) × 100% .

(7)

where W p 0 is the mass flow rate of sands out of the core flow, and Wp1 is the mass flow rate of sands
out of the scavenge flow.
Scavenge core ratio (SCR) is defined as:
SCR = Wa1 / Wa 0 ×100% .

(8)

where Wa0 is the core air flow rate, Wa1 is the scavenge air flow rate.
Simulation of Gas-Solid Flow in Vaneless IPS. Typical vaneless IPS geometry model is
established based on 5.0lb/s IPS configuration VI in reference [16,17]. Refer to the relevant IPS flow
field simulation literature [18,19], additional vertical shrinkage is installed at the tail of the scavenge
passage in case that reflux appears on the border, as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the mesh distribution
for this IPS model consisting of 10476 fluid elements.
Vertical Shrinkage
Outer Wall
Scavenge Flow
Inlet
Splitter
Inner Wall

Core Flow

Fig.2 Sketch of the vaneless IPS

Fig.3 Two-dimensional mesh arrangement
for the vaneless IPS
Boundary condition: Inlet total pressure is set to 101325Pa , and the mass flow rate of core flow and
scavenge flow is determined by the test data. Testing sand size, C-spec sand, AC coarse sand, obeys
Rosin-Rammler distribution [16]. As the entrance test model is equipped with horizontal sand blower,
the average velocity of the inlet air is set as sand initial velocity.
Fig. 4 shows the velocity images of flow field in conditions of core mass flow being 4.88lb/s and
SCR being 17.15%. There is a clear recirculation region near the exit of the scavenge channel, and the
total pressure loss of air from the inlet to the core flow exit is 988Pa. The intuitive velocity distribution
demonstrates that the vertical contraction section ensures no reflux on the scavenge exit border.
The simulation result of wall static pressure is showed in Fig. 5 with comparison with tests data,
illustrating the accuracy of the flow field calculation.
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Fig.4 Axial velocity (m/s) variation
Fig.5 Wall static pressure
Fig. 6 shows the separation efficiency results of AC coarse and C-spec under different SCR and the
comparison with experimental data. Value deviations of AC coarse sand separation efficiency from
experimental data based on the three rebound models are close. Calculation results of C-spec sand
separation efficiency on deterministic restitution model, reaching more than 95%, is obviously higher
than test data (The sand entering the core flow value amounts to half of the experimental value), and
the prediction results of elastic collision model was too low. In contrast, the simulation results on
probabilistic restitution model is right between the above values as shown in the figure, closest to test
results.
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Fig.6 Comparison of analytical and experimental separation efficiency results
for AC coarse sand (a) and C-spec sand (b)
Fig. 7 shows part of 3μm particle trajectories based on probabilistic restitution model. The 3-µm
particle is mainly influenced by air drag force and does not enter the recirculation zone with no collision
to the wall. The other two rebound models reach the same results.

Fig.7 Particle tracks based on probabilistic restitution model for 3-μm sand
Fig. 8 shows part of 83-μm particle trajectories on probabilistic restitution model and its local
amplification. After the first collision with the wall, one particle splits into 25 rebounding in five
different directions, and there are five particles with different speeds in each direction. Under different
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drag forces, these particles in the same direction gradually separate. To facilitate the mapping, the
figure only shows three particles’ trajectories with different speed in each rebound direction after the
first collision (amount 15 trajectories), and shows 4 particle trajectories in three directions after the
second collision. To save computing resources, particle trajectory no longer divides from the third
collision and are calculated on deterministic model. Fig. 9 shows particle trajectories based on the other
bounce models. Particles, on elastic collision model, rebound away easily from the outer surface with a
high normal velocity, and flow into the core channel. In contrast, particles moving on deterministic
model have a lower restitution coefficient, with obviously declined rebound velocity and angle, and
gather near the outer wall into the scavenge channel. The calculation result on probabilistic model is
right between the above two ones.

Fig.8 Particle of 83-μm tracks on
probabilistic restitution model

Fig.9 Particle tracks of 83-μm based on
deterministic restitution model and
on elastic collision model
Fig. 10 shows particle separation efficiency result calculated on the above three bounce models for
different diameter, concluding that these bounce models have no difference in separation efficiency
calculation for less than 30-μm particles, and they have for larger particles. It mainly lies in that the
small particle moves under the influence of the air drag, and large particle’s movement is affected by
particle-wall collision characteristics. There is a basically same result in the literature [3].
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Fig.10 Analytical separation efficiency for different particle sizes
based on the above three bounce models
Simulation of Gas-Solid Flow in Swirling IPS. The swirling IPS geometry model is established
according to configuration V of 5.0lb/s IPS in the literature [16-17], containing 9 swirl blades and 9
deswirl blades. The periodic boundary is used in the normal section, covering 40° circumference
(including a swirl blade and a deswirl blade). The mesh distribution for this IPS model is shown in Fig.
11, consisting of 663273 fluid elements.
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Boundary condition: Inlet total pressure is set to 101325Pa. Core tunnel mass flow is set to
0.252kg/s, and scavenge mass flow is set to 0.0452kg/s (according to SCR 17.92% )。
Fig. 12 shows the calculated axial air velocity (W) distribution in the IPS, there is an obvious reflux
zone near the separator outer wall in the scavenge channel. Fig. 13 shows the total pressure loss
calculation results of the core flow for different SCR, which agree with experimental values well.

Fig.11 Three-dimensional mesh arrangement Fig.12 Axial velocity (m/s) distribution in swirling IPS
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Fig.13 Comparison of analytical and experimental core pressure losses for the swirling IPS
Fig. 14 shows the simulation results of particle concentration distribution in the swirling IPS based
on probabilistic restitution model and deterministic restitution model. For 4.5-µm particles, the
concentration distribution based on the above two models seems no difference. For 455-µm particles,
the concentration distribution based on deterministic model shows clear particle “trajectories”. After
impact with the former part of inner wall, the latter part of outer wall and the lip of splitter, most
particles rebound into the scavenge tunnel. In contrast, particle concentration image calculated on
probabilistic model seems more uniform. There is a clear particle stream into the core flow and no
apparent particle “trajectory”.

Fig.14 Sand density (kg/m3) variation for the swirling IPS for particles of different size
Fig. 15 shows separation efficiency of AC coarse and C-spec sands for different SCR on the above
three bounce models. For AC coarse sand, the results on the three models are close, and agree with
experimental values well. For C-Spec sand with larger diameter, the results on deterministic model is
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significantly higher than test data (the sand flowing into core channel amount to less than half of the test
data, and this deviation grows with the SCR). Elastic collision model achieves a lower value than test
data. The separation efficiency on probabilistic model is right between the above two results, closest
with the test data.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of analytical and experimental Separation efficiency for the swirling IPS
for AC coarse sand (a) and C-spec sand (b)
Conclusion
The article carries a comparative analysis of the effect exerted by probabilistic restitution model of
particle-wall collision with the other two conventional collision models, deterministic restitution model
and elastic collision model, on the simulation accuracy of IPS particle separation efficiency, and
reaches the following conclusions:
1) The track results based on these three impact models for 30-μm particle show barely no
difference, as it is mainly affected by drag force. For larger particle, trajectory simulated on
deterministic restitution model is closer to the IPS outer wall than on probabilistic restitution model,
while elastic collision model shows an opposite phenomenon, that particle track is obviously away from
the collision wall surface.
2) For both vaneless IPS and swirling IPS, the separation efficiency of small size AC coarse sand is
mainly influenced by the flow field characteristics. Simulation results on the above three bounce models
has no difference, and show good agreement with the experimental data.
3) For larger size C-Spec sand, particle bounce model shows a significant effect on the prediction
accuracy of separation efficiency. The prediction on elastic model is far lower than the experimental
value, and deterministic restitution model over-predicts the separation function for both vaneless IPS
and swirling IPS, while the results on probabilistic restitution model shows the best agreement with test
data. Probability rebound model’s advantage in the swirling IPS is more obvious, and reason is that
particle rotates with the rotating air, and will collide easier with the IPS outer wall than inner wall.
Therefore, the rebound particle’s capacity of moving away from the outer wall becomes the decisive
factor of whether it flow into the scavenge channel or the core flow.
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